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Company,
Hutchinson
announce
expansion
COLBIE MCCLOUD
The Sentinel-Record

In collaboration with the Arkansas Economic
Development Commission, Window Mart Windows & Doors, 5760 Albert Pike Road, announced
Thursday that it has committed to invest $6.5 million to expand its facility and update equipment.
“When you have a company that is growing
that has 300 employees and you are continuing to
invest, that is a great economic opportunity and
driver for the state,” Arkansas Gov. Asa Hutchinson said during Thursday’s announcement at the
facility.
Hutchinson spoke about the importance of
not only bringing industries to Arkansas, but how
homegrown businesses invest in their communities. Window Mart, as an example, donates windows to Habitat for Humanity’s house building
projects in Garland County.
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EXPANSION PLAN:

Arkansas Gov. Asa Hutchinson speaks at Window Mart Windows & Doors after the company
announced a $6.5 million expansion Thursday.

“I wanted to recognize Window Mart as an
incredible corporate citizen,” Hutchinson said. “I
see Window Mart as an example of what we need
to do economically in Arkansas. A homegrown
business that takes risks, invests in their business,
has great employees and are growing.”
The $6.5 million investment will span the next
three years.
“Their growth plans were defined, understood
and straight forward,” Danny Games, executive
vice president of Arkansas Economic Development Commission, said. “We are very proud to
be a part of this.”
“There is not business success without dedicated employees that put their heart in the
business. Whenever I try to recruit an industry
to Arkansas, they first look at the workforce.
They see hardworking people that are skilled and
ready to learn more,” said Hutchinson, who has
traveled to China, Europe and Cuba to bring jobs
to Arkansas.
“Your commitment, your dedication to the
task and the quality of the product, allows Arkansas to compete and attract industry. It allows the
United States of America to bring manufacturing
back in strength to our country,” the governor
said.
“We appreciate the support of what we are
doing economically here in this state. Whenever
you look at growing the state of Arkansas economically, you start with a good foundation. That
foundation is the philosophy that we must grow
the private sector of our economy more than the
government sector. That is a fundamental principle. We are doing that,” he said.
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SITE VISIT: Window Mart Windows & Doors employee Eddie

Breashears, left, visits with Gov. Asa Hutchinson after the governor spoke
about the company’s expansion plan.
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